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Qhubeka and Wildlands Conservation Trust

Qhubeka

Qhubeka is an Nguni (Zulu, Xhosa) word that means “to carry on”, “to progress” or “to 
move forward”. 

Qhubeka helps people move forward by giving bicycles in return for work done to 
improve communities, the environment or academic results. Having a bicycle changes 
lives by increasing the distance people can travel, what they can carry, where they can 
go and how fast they can get there.

Qhubeka’s mission is to uplift African communities by improving access to essential 
services through bicycles. A quality bicycle provides access to education, healthcare 
and economic opportunity. 

Founded in 2005, Qhubeka has provided over 45,000 bicycles to date and is supported 
by leaders in the international bicycle industry, such as Trek, SRAM and World Bicycle 
Relief. 

World Bicycle Relief

Qhubeka is World Bicycle Relief’s programme in South Africa. World Bicycle Relief 
(WBR) provides Qhubeka with product development expertise, supply chain logistics, 
operational and programme design.

World Bicycle Relief is a US-based non-pro�t organisation dedicated to transforming 
individuals and communities through The Power of Bicycles. Since 2005, World Bicycle 
Relief has trained more than 1100 �eld mechanics and provided more than 160 000 
specially designed, locally assembled quality bicycles to disaster survivors, healthcare 
workers, students and entrepreneurs in the developing world. For more information, 
please visit www.worldbicyclerelief.org.

Wildlands

As one of South Africa’s leading environmental organisations, Wildlands Conservation 
Trust is striving to attain its vision of a “Sustainable Future for All” through its commit-
ment to supporting the building of a Green Economy.

Wildlands’ growing footprint focuses on Ecosystem Service Areas (forests, grasslands, 
rivers, wetlands, and coastal systems) and the communities that depend on these 
areas and the services they deliver. 
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Wildlands partners with communities to develop the tools that enable them to 
strengthen their ecosystems; making them more robust through activities such as the 
removal of waste from rivers and other natural systems, re-forestation of degraded 
forests, maintenance of healthy grasslands and the management of conservation 
areas. In addition, community members are empowered through conservation-based 
bartering projects. These include the growing and bartering of indigenous trees, 
which are in turn planted back into restoration projects supported by the national 
government, as well as the collection and barter of recyclable materials.

The Need

Environmental Need

 In the 1999 State of Environment Report for South Africa (DEAT, 1999), it was  
 determined that there were over 42 million cubic metres of general waste  
 generated every year across the country, with the largest proportion coming  
 from Gauteng. 
 According to the report, the average amount of waste generated per person  
 per day in South Africa was 0.7 kg.
 In 2007, in only 10 municipalities there were almost 1,3 million tons of   
 household waste collected at land�ll sites.1  
 As South Africa’s population grows and our consumption of consumables  
 grows, so the amount of waste will grow.
 Much of the waste that makes it to South African land�lls is recyclable and yet  
 it can remain in land�lls for millions of years before it breaks down.
 The recovery rates for various recyclable materials in South Africa are as follows:
  Cans: 69 percent
  Paper: 59 percent
  Glass: About 25 percent
  Plastic: About 17 percent2

"Just as we cannot blame others for destroying the environment, so we 
cannot look to others to protect the environment. Responsibility for both 
begins at home." 

Paul Griss
author of The Daily Planet
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Economic Need

 South Africa has one of the highest rates of unemployment in the world.
 The overall number of South Africans employed in 2012 was 13,447,000   
 people. 
 The unemployed are members of the workforce who are actively seeking work  
 but unable to �nd it. According to this de�nition, the overall unemployment  
 rate of South Africa in 2012 was 25.2%.3 
 There are also people who have given up looking for work. If the de�nition of  
 unemployment were expanded to include these discouraged workers the rate  
 of unemployment would be 33.8%.2
 According to Statistics South Africa, 39.2% of African people and 26.7% of  
 Coloured people are unemployed, whereas only 7.4% of Whites and 10.5% of  
 Asians are unemployed. 
 Unemployment is higher amongst women – 37.5% of females are unemployed,  
 whilst 30.6% of males are unemployed.
 One of the key issues facing the South African labour market is as an excess of  
 unskilled labour. In 2012 unskilled labour accounted for 28.9% of all labour.

Terms to learn

Green-preneur: A person who either grows trees or collects waste to trade for bicycles 
or other goods through Wildlands. 

Tree-preneur: A person who collects seeds and nurtures them into trees to exchange 
for a bicycle. 200 trees grown to the height of 30cm can be traded for one Qhubeka 
Bu�alo Bicycle.

Waste-preneur: A person who collects recyclable waste materials to exchange for a 
bicycle. 4 000 two litre PET bottles can be traded for one Qhubeka Bu�alo Bicycle. 
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Wildlands Qhubeka “Bicycles For Life” Overview

We all depend on the earth’s ecosystems. They provide vital services such as water, 
clean air, food and shelter. Stable, robust ecosystems also help people to mitigate the 
impacts of natural disasters, and to adapt to the changes in our atmosphere brought 
on by climate change. People are placing an increasing demand on earth’s ecosystems 
as our numbers increase and we reach unprecedented levels of development at a 
global scale. When the tipping point is reached, people will no longer be able to 
depend on the support of these systems and disaster will loom. 

Within this context, South Africa is interestingly placed. It is a land of contrasts. 
Renowned internationally for its spectacular natural beauty and biodiversity, it is also 
known for having one of the highest number of citizens a�ected by HIV / AIDS, high 
levels of poverty, poor education standards and a disproportionally high per capita 
carbon footprint. 

The starkest contrast is represented by the signi�cant di�erence in quality of life and 
basic services that characterise South Africa’s middle and upper class communities, 
versus those that characterise South Africa’s peri-urban, squatter and rural 
communities. 

On the positive side, South Africa is blessed with relatively intact ecosystems. 
Government, corporate business and civil society leadership have also recognised the 
looming threat of climate change and the importance of nurturing and restoring the 
health of our ecosystems as a bu�er to possible changes. They have acknowledged the 
unique opportunity that this presents in the form of the ’Green Economy,’ and the 
associated ‘Green Jobs’ that can be stimulated in the process of developing this 
economy.

Sadly, South Africa has one of the worst youth-unemployment problems in the world 
and an environmental waste management problem. This is why Wildlands and 
Qhubeka have developed a solution that we believe can play a part in addressing 
these fundamental issues.

Take the example (provided by South Africa’s National Planning Commission) of a 
young girl called Thandi, one of a group of children who entered school together in 
1999. Of that group, only 54 percent made it to the last year of formal schooling. Of 
those who wrote their �nal examinations, only 25 percent scored well enough to be 
eligible for higher education. And of those, any who were young, black, and female, as 
Thandi is, and who had gone to a predominantly black school, had only a 4 percent 
chance of going to university. Even if Thandi were among those few, she would be 
unlikely to be able to a�ord the university fees.



Instead, Thandi will look for work, but the chances of her �nding a job in the �rst �ve 
years after she leaves school are only 25 percent, and the chances of her earning the 
median wage of R4,000 ($520) per month are lower than 2 percent. Thoughout her 
working life, she will probably live under the poverty line of R480 ($63) per month. Her 
children will also be born into poverty.

Thankfully, there is another option being made available to people like Thandi in 
communities where Qhubeka and Wildlands are at work. If, on �nishing school Thandi 
becomes an entrepreneur, her future is far brighter.

Through Wildlands and Qhubeka’s “Bicycles For Life” programme, Thandi would be 
able to barter trees and waste for bicycles. She could then start a small bicycle rental 
business or sell the bicycles o� to pay for housing, her children’s school fees or even 
food. She might decide to run a bicycle-based micro enterprise, using her bicycle to 
transport good from a wholesaler into her community, where she can sell them. 
Suddenly, Thandi has options available to her.

Wildlands Qhubeka “Bicycles For Life” Objectives

The strategic objectives are to:
 Nurture the development of Waste-preneurs and Tree-preneurs, and then  
 barter what they have collected and grown for bicycles;
 Provide a platform for the growth of these individuals into Green-preneurs  
 who harness the opportunities to develop viable small businesses in their own  
 right.
 Encourage dialogue between women who are leading the environmental  
 revolution.
 Establish partnerships that enable e�ective waste recycling and servicing  
 businesses; facilitate academic learning; and foster relationships among   
 communities, charities and governmental bodies.

Wildlands Qhubeka “Bicycles For Life” programmes are designed to empower women 
and communities. The primary selection criterion for bene�ciaries is a willingness to 
better themselves and the lives of their families. Generally 80% of bicycles in these 
projects are designated for female recipients. 
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“Bicycles For Life” Success Story

Moses Dlamini: Tree-preneur, Vosloorus

Moses Dlamini lives in Somalia Park in Vosloorus. “I came to Gauteng in 2002 with no 
ID book and no job. I stayed in my shack all by myself. I struggled to get an ID book, so 
it was hard for me to get any kind of job. I also had a friend who used to repair bicycles 
for people around the community.” Moses watched his late friend repairing bicycles 
and fell in love with the work. He learned how to do it himself and continued in his 
friend’s footsteps after he passed away. 

“I was noticing that people around our community were growing trees and I felt an 
interest in joining the project. One day I saw Goodness, our facilitator, and I asked her 
what do I need to do if I want to join the project. Luckily I had received my ID book in 
2011. Finally I was able to register and be part of this wonderful project. Goodness told 
me that if I work hard and plant lots of trees, one day I will be able to build my own 
house.” 

Since Moses joined the project he has traded enough trees to barter for 20 bicycles. “I 
bought 20 bicycles so that I can sell them and promote green living in our community. 
Bicycles don’t produce unclean air, so they don’t pollute the environment. On top of 
that I do enjoy working with bicycles, so when I heard that I can buy bicycles as well, I 
was so excited.”



Wildlands Qhubeka “Bicycles For Life” Project Sites

How Wildlands Qhubeka “Bicycles For Life” Project helps communities 
move forward:
 Improved household incomes
 Increased economic opportunity
 Reduced waste
 Better quality of life

In December 2012, a monitoring and evaluation impact study of 600 households / 300 
students was undertaken across the Mumbwa and Kaindu communities. This was 
done at or near completion of the two-year contract signed during the bicycle 
distribution for Qhubeka’s Bicycle Education Empowerment Programme (BEEP) to 
assess the programme outcomes. 

This study surveyed programme participants and community members about quality 
of life improvements related to the bicycles. Surveyed students rated their own 
feelings of well-being. 73% indicated they felt their lives were signi�cantly improved 
after receiving the bicycles, and 17% reported noticeable change.

Qhubeka believes that by strategically implementing the Wildlands Qhubeka “Bicycles 
For Life” Project across communities in South Africa, people’s lives can be improved by 
providing them with an opportunity to work to earn bicycles, which facilitate access to 
education, healthcare and economic opportunity.
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Wildlands Qhubeka “Bicycles For Life” Project: Core 
Tenets for Implementation

Key factors for implementing a successful “Bicycles For Life” Project:
 Conduct a �eld assessment to gauge appropriateness of a Wildlands Qhubeka  
 “Bicycles For Life” Project, examining existing bicycle usage, distances   
 travelled and community acceptance. Also look at the need for a recycling  
 project and employment levels in the area
 Engage relevant government o�cials at a local, regional and national level, as  
 required
 Engage local traditional leaders
 Partner with Wildlands in the �eld to mobilise the community and monitor  
 usage
 Ensure a broad and diverse bicycle supervisory committee to determine  
 bene�ciaries based upon their willingness to better themselves and the lives  
 of their families
 Utilise barter-to-own contracts through Wildlands
 Supply quality bicycles that serve the end-users’ needs (Bu�alo Bicycles)
 Train bicycle �eld mechanics and create an economic mechanism to replenish  
 supply of spare parts to promote sustainability
 Conduct Distribution Ceremonies that include the entire community, which  
 highlight the importance of recycling and job creation, particularly for   
 women
 Establish a strong monitoring and evaluation framework to measure impact  
 and to inform necessary programme adjustments
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“Bicycles For Life” Success Story
Sbonelo Magwaza; Tree-preneur; Mthunzini 
 
Sbonelo Magwaza, from Mthunzini in the uThungulu District, is 18 years of age and a 
Grade 12 student. He joined the Wildlands Tree-preneur project when he was in Grade 
5 at 11 years of age. “When I was studying in eNtabeni Primary School, people from 
Wildlands came to our school to tell the principal about the project that will help 
better the lives of underprivileged children,” said Sbonelo. 
The love he has for growing trees has been to his bene�t. “I have bought four bicycles, 
lots of groceries and cement. I have close to 2,000 trees in my nursery and for the next 
collection of trees, I will request a wheelbarrow, Jojo tank and two more bicycles,” said 
Sbonelo. “I love my job of growing trees; it keeps me away from gangs and bad 
behaviours. After school I go straight home because I have a job to look forward to. I 
also wish that Wildlands can help us, the younger generation, to understand more 
about the environment because we are the leaders of tomorrow. Most of us are not 
exposed to the conservation and environmental careers, but if we can get some 
guidance that will be a great help,” comments a very bright Sbonelo.
When asked what his dream for the future is he says, “I want to study hard and have a 
well-paying job, so that my family will never su�er. I also dream of helping with the 
education of all my younger siblings.”
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Roles & Responsibilities

Qhubeka
 Qhubeka oversees Wildlands Qhubeka “Bicycles For Life” Project design and  
 implementation tools
 Qhubeka, through Bu�alo Bicycles, supplies quality bicycles that meet the  
 end-users’ needs and are locally compatible and appropriate
 Qhubeka, through Bu�alo Bicycles, supplies quality spare parts to ensure the  
 long-term sustainability of the “Bicycles For Life” project

Wildlands – “Bicycles For Life” Implementation Partner
 Wildlands has extensive experience in community development and   
 mobilisation, as well as resources in the communities where “Bicycles For Life”  
 is to be implemented.
 Wildlands has overall supervisory and oversight responsibilities of “Bicycles For  
 Life”, including:
  Formation and representation on the bicycle supervisory committee
  Mobilisation of the community for sensitisation events and distribution  
  ceremonies
  Liaising with traditional leaders and local government o�cials
  Ongoing monitoring of bicycle usage and adherence to Green-preneur  
  contracts
  Training of bicycle �eld mechanics with resources from Qhubeka
  Data collection and analysis of monitoring and evaluation for impact  
  assessment reports

Government
The care of the environment is a fundamental function of a government. Any 
programme that is implemented through Qhubeka must have the endorsement and 
authorisation from the government on a national and local level. A memorandum of 
understanding with the government outlining the scope and goals of “Bicycles For 
Life” facilitates implementation. With the authority of government, engagement with 
traditional leaders, o�cials and the community can be greatly eased.

Traditional Leaders
Similar to government authority, obtaining permission from and joining in collabora-
tion with the local traditional leadership is essential for community engagement.

Experience has shown that long-term programme sustainability requires this partner-
ship, especially as it relates to the monitoring of bicycle usage and the adherence to 
Green-preneurship. Representation of the traditional leadership on the committee is 
essential for success.
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Bicycle Field Mechanic Training

Wildlands selects and has oversight of the community-based bicycle �eld mechanic to 
be trained in support of the “Bicycles For Life” project. The goal in selection should be 
the upliftment of the existing economic infrastructure.

Qhubeka supplies the necessary technical manuals and curriculum to train mechanics 
(typically a three- to �ve-day session focusing on business skills and the proper assem-
bly, maintenance and repair of Bu�alo Bicycles).

Field mechanics also enter into a service-to-own contract, whereby they pledge to 
provide repair support to the “Bicycles For Life” programme for a certain period of time, 
typically two years.

Trained mechanics should be supplied with the following:
 Bu�alo Bicycle
 Proper tool kit (supplied by Qhubeka)
 Spare parts starter pack
 Technical manual for assembly and repair (supplied by Bu�alo Bicycles)
 Certi�cate of completion
 Qhubeka branded coveralls

The supply of quality spares is an important step in supporting the extended usability 
of the bicycles. The Qhubeka Bu�alo Bicycle is designed to be compatible with the 
locally available spare parts, as it has a standardised wheel size, spoke length, bottom 
bracket, etc. Nevertheless, it is recommended that authentic Bu�alo Bicycle spares be 
supplied during the “Bicycles For Life” programme implementation to ensure the 
long-term usability of the bicycles.

Service-to-own Contract

Qhubeka believes good development happens when a community is given a hand-up, 
not a hand-out. Local context can drive what speci�c contractual conditions are
appropriate. 

Bene�ciaries and a representative of Wildlands sign a contract pledging that:
 A bicycle will be bartered in return for a speci�c amount of waste collected or 
 a pre-determined number of trees grown to a speci�c height. 

The terms and conditions of the service-to-own contract can be modi�ed to align with 
local realities or donor requirements.
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Distribution Ceremony

After Wildlands has determined the bene�ciaries and the programme has been 
implemented, a public Distribution Ceremony should be scheduled to deliver the 
bicycles.

The Distribution Ceremony is when the bicycles that have been earned through 
collecting waste or growing trees are distributed. Additionally, these events provide 
an opportunity for community awareness about the programme. 

Local government and traditional leaders should be invited to attend, as well as the 
community at large. This should be a big celebration that creates a social contract 
with the community and uplifts the bene�ciaries, which reduces jealousies and 
promotes better oversight of bicycle usage.

Distribution Ceremonies include: speeches by Wildlands, government and traditional 
leaders; singing, dancing and theatrical skits on proper bicycle usage by students; an 
overview of the “Bicycles For Life” programme; signing of a media release by bene�-
ciaries, guardians and committee members; the handing over of bicycles and the 
introduction of the trained bicycle �eld mechanic who can provide simple mainte-
nance tips and perform bicycle safety training.

Monitoring & Evaluation
Good development requires the ongoing monitoring and evaluation of programmes 
to measure impact, improve future implementation and �ag any adverse unexpected 
outcomes.

Wildlands will create a measurement framework and tools that combine quantitative 
and qualitative research, including:
 Measurement of household income before and after bicycle distribution  
 (control for seasonal in�uences by measuring same period year over year)
 Measure employment rates
 Measure amount of waste collected each year
 Measure the number of trees grown each year
 Focus group discussions with distinct groups

  1South African Waste Information Centre, http://www.sawic.org.za.
  
2http://treevolution.co.za/guide-to-recycling-in-sa/)
  
3Groundup, http://groundup.org.za/content/south-african-labour-market-all-facts.
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